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Consider the common public characterizations of the perpetrators of the last several mass 

shootings in the U.S., such as John Holmes (the Aurora, Colorado movie theater shooting), 

 Adam Lanza (Sandy Hook Elementary School) and most recently,  Aaron Alexis, the named 

shooter at the Naval Sea Systems Command inside the Washington Navy Yard in Southeast 

Washington, D.C.  Even the most skeptical among us would have to agree that there is not 

only something eerily similar about the characterizations made public of each alleged 

perpetrator, but there is something not quite right with the changes made to the official 

narratives in “real time” as well as after the fact.  

Perhaps the circumstances of Aaron Alexis are the most blatant as well as the most current. The man who brought 

wholesale death to a quiet morning at a secure military location has been characterized as mentally ill, with the media 

noting that he was plagued by voices in his head. 

More than a month before the shooting, on August 7, 2013, Alexis reported to police that he was being stalked by 

unidentified individuals who followed him to three different motels, and these individuals were using some sort of 

“microwave machine” to send voices into his body and keeping him awake at night. It is interesting and potentially 

relevant that Alexis refused to tell police what the voices were instructing him to do. [A copy of the redacted police report 

can be downloaded in PDF format here]. At this point, I suspect that the majority of the “sane” among us would simply 

write Alexis off as mentally ill and unworthy of any further intellectual discourse. But could there be something more to 

this story? 

While the media has been consistently reporting that Alexis had a long history of mental illness, those who knew Alexis 

long before and up to the shooting defended his mental stability. Although he reportedly had several previous altercations 

with the law, it is rather curious that Alexis was not criminally charged in at least two of the more severe of those 

occasions. A review of his criminal records history might suggest that something else was going on, especially 

considering his self-described “blackouts” during those events. 

Despite his reported checkered history and claims of recent public questions regarding his mental stability, Alexis was 

granted security clearance as a government subcontractor, working for a company called “The Experts,” which is a 

subsidiary of HP Enterprise Services owned by Hewlett Packard. Notably, congressional oversight is now asserting that 

there were faults with the company performing the background checks for government workers and subcontractors. 

Nonetheless, is it reasonable, although certainly unpopular, to ask whether incompetence alone is responsible for Alexis 

being granted the security clearance. 

It is unpopular if not unacceptable in “normal” social circles to discuss other possibilities or facilitating factors associated 

with not only the homicidal actions of Aaron Alexis, but of others including John Holmes, Adam Lanza and others. Such 

discussion will result in one labeled as residing in the lunatic fringe of society, with accusers quick to shut down any 

intellectual discourse of the topic. 

An example of this appears in a September 20, 2013 article in Wired Magazine by author Allen McDuffee, titled 

Conspiracy Theories Abound After Navy Yard Shooting. While the title seems to tell it all, it is interesting that the author 

nearly makes the case in favor of a “mind control” conspiracy regarding the most recent shooting. Excerpted from the 

article: 

“The microwave weaponry theory would be just as absurd as some of the other conspiracies if the Pentagon hadn’t been 

researching the possibility of using similar voice-projection technology in the past as a nonlethal weapon.” 

“According to one report on the project, such a weapon would create a condition similar to schizophrenia. ‘Application of 

the microwave hearing technology could facilitate …. 

To read this article in its entirety, go to: 
http://www.homelandsecurityus.com/archives/9654#more-9654 
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